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Mixing and transport from combined stretching-and-folding and cutting-and-shuffling
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While structures and bifurcations controlling tracer particle transport and mixing have been studied extensively
for systems with only stretching-and-folding, and to a lesser extent for systems with only cutting-and-shuffling,
few studies have considered systems with a combination of both. We demonstrate two bifurcations for nonmixing
islands associated with elliptic periodic points that only occur in systems with combined cutting-and-shuffling
and stretching-and-folding, using as an example a map approximating biaxial rotation of a less-than-half-full
spherical granular tumbler. First, we characterize a bifurcation of elliptic island containment, from containment
by manifolds associated with hyperbolic periodic points to containment by cutting line tangency. As a result, the
maximum size of the nonmixing region occurs when the island is at the bifurcation point. We also demonstrate
a bifurcation where periodic points are annihilated by the cutting-and-shuffling action. Chains of elliptic and
hyperbolic periodic points that arise when invariant tori surrounding an elliptic point break up [according to
Kolmogorov-Arnold-Moser (KAM) theory] can annihilate when they meet a cutting line. Consequently, the
Poincaré index (a topological invariant of smooth systems) is not preserved.
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I. INTRODUCTION

While the dynamics governing passive tracer transport and
mixing are well understood for classical smooth systems
[1,2], where mixing is created by stretching-and-folding,
and recent advances have improved the understanding of
mixing and transport in piecewise isometries (PWIs) in one
dimension [3–8], two-dimensional (2D) planar [9–15], and
2D curvilinear geometries [16–22], where only cutting-and-
shuffling is present, few studies have considered mixing and
transport in systems with combined stretching-and-folding
and cutting-and-shuffling actions. A multitude of natural and
engineered systems exhibit combined stretching-and-folding
and cutting-and-shuffling actions, including granular flows
[19,23], fluid flows with valves [24–28], yield stress materials
[29–32], geological faults [33], and splitting and recombining
droplets [34,35]. It has been shown that in systems with both
stretching-and-folding and cutting-and-shuffling, the cutting
action can create gaps in structures that represent transport
barriers in classical smooth systems. Tracer particles are
able to pass through the gaps, enabling greater topological
freedom for transport [27]. For three-dimensional systems
with both stretching-and-folding and cutting-and-shuffling, the
cutting action can provide a mechanism for 3D transport (i.e.,
trajectories are not confined to 1D curves or 2D surfaces) [28].
Counterintuitively, the addition of cutting to a smooth system
can decrease the rate of mixing due to the creation of new
structures termed pseudoperiodic points [36].

Here we consider mixing and transport generated by a map
approximating granular flow in a less-than-half-full biaxial
spherical tumbler (BST) in which each iteration consists of
a rotation of the tumbler about the z axis by θz, followed by
rotation about the x axis by θx . We use the infinitely thin
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flowing layer approximation [37]. Remarkably, this simplified
model, which is valid on 2D spherical shells, has been
shown to accurately predict transport structures and nonmixing
regions observed in experiments [23], even though 3D effects,
diffusion in the flowing layer, and shear in the flowing layer are
neglected. So far, however, only the half-full spherical tumbler
scenario has been considered, where the approximating map
is a PWI and no stretching-and-folding occurs. Here we relax
that constraint. When the tumbler is less than half full we
show that each flowing layer crossing yields a shear, and
by alternating rotation axes (between z- and x-axis rotation),
stretching-and-folding can be produced alongside cutting-and-
shuffling. By studying advective transport in the BST flow, we
aim to improve the understanding of mixing and transport in
systems with combined cutting-and-shuffling and stretching-
and-folding motions. This could lead to improvements in
industrial mixers with more complicated geometries [38–46],
especially since many granular mixers would benefit from a
mixing mechanism that operates at larger length scales than
those associated with diffusion.

The key question is how classical structures controlled by
stretching-and-folding interact with cutting-and-shuffling. In
particular, how do nonmixing islands associated with elliptic
periodic points interact with cutting lines (where material is
cut after an iteration of the map)? For instance, Fig. 1 shows a
typical Poincaré section for the BST map, with two period-1
islands contained by the stable and unstable manifolds (thin
black curves) associated with a pair of period-1 hyperbolic
points (marked by “h”). As the system parameters vary, the
periodic points, manifolds, and cutting lines [thick red and
blue (gray) curves] move, and the period-1 islands change in
size. We show that at critical parameter values the islands meet
the cutting lines, leading to a transition from containment of
the islands by stable and unstable manifolds (i.e., classical
smooth phenomena, as occurs in Fig. 1) to containment by
cutting line tangency (i.e., the manifolds are cut, and the
island perimeter is tangent to a cutting line, like islands in
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FIG. 1. Poincaré section for the BST map with (θz,θx,h) =
(2.045,2.045,0.5), where h is the orthogonal distance from the
rotation axis to the center of the flowing layer (bottom view, see Sec. II
for full details of the BST map). Different colors represent trajectories
of different points. Two period-1 islands with elliptic periodic points
at their centers (black points indicated by “e”) are contained by the
stable and unstable manifolds (thin black curves) associated with
period-1 hyperbolic points (marked by “h”). Cutting lines, where
material is cut after a single iteration of the BST map, are indicated
by the thick blue and red (gray) curves. Thick blue curves indicate the
cuts produced by the z-axis rotation, and thick red curves indicate the
cuts produced by x-axis rotation. The outer circle has radius equal to
1, representing the boundary of the unit hemispherical shell, and the
inner circle has radius

√
1 − h2 = √

3/2, representing the boundary
of the map domain.

pure PWIs). This containment bifurcation is important for
transport and mixing because when cutting is changed to a
localized shear (e.g., arising from a finite thickness flowing
layer in a granular tumbler compared to the infinitesimally
thin limit considered here), cutting lines become thickened,
and elliptic islands tangent to cutting lines shrink as the cutting
lines thicken. On the other hand, thickening of the cutting lines
does not affect an elliptic island contained by manifolds away
from cutting lines, making them more robust and more likely
to influence mixing and transport in an experimental granular
tumbler [23].

Since elliptic islands can never cross a cutting line (other-
wise they would be cut), restricting the domain of a combined
stretching-and-folding and cutting-and-shuffling map to an
island, or a set of islands, eliminates the cutting-and-shuffling
action, and the map is a diffeomorphism (smooth with a smooth
inverse). Consequently, intra-island transport is governed by
Kolmogorov-Arnold-Moser (KAM) theory, and, as predicted
by the Poincaré-Birkhoff theorem, invariant tori surrounding
elliptic periodic points break up into alternating chains of
elliptic and hyperbolic periodic points within islands [1].

However, novel phenomena occur when the chains of elliptic
and hyperbolic points meet a cutting line. We show that the
chains of elliptic and hyperbolic points can annihilate, an
impossibility for classical smooth systems, where the Poincaré
index must be conserved [47]. In essence, the cutting lines act
as domain boundaries, separating regions of distinct smooth
flow, although tracer particles are able to move between the
separated regions.

II. BIAXIAL SPHERICAL TUMBLER MAP

Before discussing two bifurcations unique to systems with
combined stretching-and-folding and cutting-and-shuffling in
Sec. III, we first describe the BST flow and map. In particular,
it is necessary to find and classify the periodic points of the
BST map.

Following the continuum model introduced by Sturman
et al. [37], flow in a less-than-half-full spherical tumbler in the
continuous flow regime can be approximated as a nested set
of 2D flows, with each 2D flow having two disjoint regions:
the bulk, where particles act as a solid, experiencing only solid
body rotation, and the thin flowing layer at the free surface,
where particles flow like a fluid, as shown in Figs. 2(a), 2(b)
for the half-full case. The flow can be further approximated by
considering the vanishing flowing layer thickness limit. In this
limit, tracer particles instantaneously cross the flowing layer,
meaning particles are reflected across the center of the flowing
layer. Each rotation of the tumbler maps the domain S = {x =
(x,y,z) : ||x|| � R, y � −h} to itself, where y is normal to the
flowing layer surface, consistent with the convention for 2D
tumbler flow, R is the radius of the sphere, and R − h is the fill
depth, i.e., h is the orthogonal distance from the rotation axis
to the center of the flowing layer, as shown in Fig. 2(c). For a
clockwise z-axis rotation of the tumbler through an angle θz,
the map can be expressed as

Mz
θz

(x) = Rz
γ (x), (1)

where Rz
γ denotes rotation by γ about the z axis, γ = −θz +

2mβ,m denotes the number of times the particle crosses the
flowing layer, given by

m = −
⌊

arg(x + iy) − θz + β + π/2

2β

⌋
, (2)

where �a� is the floor of a (i.e., the greatest integer less than a),
β = arccos(h/ρ) is half the subtended angle of the flowing
layer with respect to the rotation axis, and ρ =

√
x2 + y2, as

shown in Fig. 2. The map Mx
θx

corresponding to anticlockwise
rotation of the tumbler about the x axis by θx can be derived
in the same way, or can be written in terms of z-axis rotation
as

Mx
θx

(x) = R
y

−π/2M
z
θx

R
y

π/2(x). (3)

The full BST map consists of rotation θz about the z axis
followed by rotation θx about the x axis, or Mθz,θx

= Mx
θx

Mz
θz

.
As both the z- and x-axis rotations preserve the distance
of a tracer particle from the origin,

√
x2 + y2 + z2, tracer

particles are confined to spherical shells. Furthermore, as long
as the radius R and distance h have constant ratio, then the
intrasurface transport of tracer particles is identical up to a scale
factor (see Appendix). Therefore, we restrict our attention to
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FIG. 2. Particle motion in the BST flow. (a) For single-axis
rotation of granular material the flow can be approximated as a set of
2D slices, as the axial velocity component is small [53]. Note that y

is normal to the flowing layer surface. (b) The flow in one 2D slice
when the tumbler is half full. Tracer particles in the bulk experience
solid body rotation until they reach the flowing layer at some position
(x,y). Particles rapidly flow down the flowing layer, exiting at the
reflected position (−x,y). (c) Flow on the perimeter of two 2D slices
when the tumbler is less than half full (i.e., h > 0) and the flowing
layer is infinitely thin [particles instantaneously reflect from (x,y) to
(−x,y) when they reach the flowing layer]. Because the subtended
angle, 2β = 2 arccos(h/ρ), from the entry to the exit of the flowing
layer is smaller for the circle closer to the pole of the tumbler (inner
blue dashed circle), the pink particle starting at A crosses the flowing
layer sooner than the cyan particle starting at B, even though they
have the same initial longitude. Adapted with permission from Zaman
et al. [53].

transport on the unit hemispherical shell with R = 1. The only
control parameters are h and the rotation angles θz,θx , and we
refer to a trio (θz,θx,h) as a protocol.

Previous studies of the BST map focused exclusively on
the half-full case, h = 0, which is a piecewise isometry
(PWI), thus performing only cutting-and-shuffling actions
[13,18–23]. In contrast, when h > 0, stretching-and-folding
actions can occur due to the presence of azimuthal shear.
To understand why, consider the trajectories of two tracer
particles on the unit hemispherical shell with the same initial
longitude under single axis rotation with h > 0 [Fig. 2(c)].
The subtended angle of the flowing layer with respect to the
rotation axis, 2β, is smaller for the tracer particle closer to
a pole (pink particle starting at A on the inner blue dashed
circle). Therefore, the pink particle reaches and crosses the
flowing layer before the cyan particle starting at B, and shear
results.

To further demonstrate the effect of this shear, consider
the trajectories of the initially circular black and gray sets
of particles in Fig. 3(a), for which the rotation is θz = 144◦
with no rotation about the x axis. Since β decreases toward
the poles, the circles are sheared each time they cross the
flowing layer, with zero shear at the equator, and increasing
shear nearer the poles. Furthermore, β being smaller nearer the
poles means particles cross the flowing layer more frequently
(e.g., the black circle near the equator crosses the flowing
layer once, whereas portions of the gray circle near the pole
cross the flowing layer twice), and the increased shearing
is exacerbated. The shear produced by single-axis rotation
leads to increases in the lengths of the black and gray
curves, but the growth is subexponential as no stretching-
and-folding results. In contrast, in the biaxial flow shear is
generated in multiple directions, and stretching-and-folding
can be produced. Furthermore, alternating the rotation axis
also results in cutting-and-shuffling like the half-full case [37].
For example, the initially circular sets of tracer particles in
Fig. 3(b) are cut if the rotation axis is changed when they have
only partially crossed the flowing layer, and they are sheared
during each flowing layer crossing.

We can determine where cuts will occur by finding the
points that are mapped onto the boundary of the domain, ∂S,
after the z-axis rotation and after both the z- and x-axis rota-
tions in Fig. 3(b). We refer to these curves as cutting lines, and
they are demonstrated by the thick red and blue (gray) curves
in Fig. 1 for the protocol (θz,θx,h) = (2.045, 2.045, 0.5).
A cluster of particles that straddles a cutting line will be
cut and rearranged in the next iteration of the BST map.
Cutting lines are important in PWIs since the size of each
nonmixing island is equal to the distance from the elliptic
periodic point at the center of the island to the nearest cutting
line [22].

Based on Fig. 3(b) it is evident that the less-than-half-full
BST map is not a PWI nor a classical smooth dynamical
system. The map is smooth on each of the pieces separated by
the cutting lines, but it is also not a so-called piecewise-smooth
map [48–52], because piecewise-smooth maps are continuous
at the borders where pieces meet (i.e., no cutting-and-shuffling
occurs). In Sec. III we show that it produces a combination
of classical dynamics (KAM theory, manifolds as transport
barriers, etc.) and PWI dynamics (island size governed by
distance to cutting lines, periodic point annihilation, etc.),
and explore the interplay and interaction between the two
dynamics. Before proceeding, though, it is useful to describe
the nature of period-1 points of the BST map, whose associated
structures play a central role in later analysis.

A. Period-1 points

We focus on the period-1 points of the BST map because
they can be identified and studied analytically. Furthermore,
their properties (e.g., shape, interaction with cutting lines, and
bifurcations) are representative of other periodic points with
higher periodicity.

Since the z-axis rotation only changes the x and y

coordinates of a tracer particle, and the x-axis rotation only
changes the y and z coordinates of a particle, period-1 points
of the BST map must return to their starting position after
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FIG. 3. Tracking two initially circular sets of tracer particles under the BST map (bottom view) with h = 0.4. The outer circle has radius
equal to 1, representing the boundary of the unit hemispherical shell, and the inner circle has radius

√
1 − h2 ≈ 0.917, representing the boundary

of the map domain, ∂S, due to h �= 0. The rotation axis is indicated by the dashed line. (a) z-axis rotation through 4π/5. (b) BST map with
θz = θx = 4π/15.

each rotation phase, i.e., Mz
θz

(x) = Mx
θx

(x) = x. Considering
first the period-1 points of an arbitrary z-axis rotation,
Fig. 4(a) shows the image (solid red) of the initial tracer curve
x = 0, y2 + z2 = 1 (vertical black) after the z-axis rotation.
The points where the image intersects the original satisfy
Mz

θz
(x) = x, and hence are period-1 points of Mz

θz
, as are

all the points on the same latitudes (dashed red). Similarly,
the intersections of the curve z = 0, x2 + y2 = 1 [horizontal
black in Fig. 4(b)] with its image after an arbitrary x-axis
rotation (solid blue) indicate curves of constant latitude that are
period-1 points of Mx

θx
(dashed blue). Points where the dashed

curves in Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b) intersect are period-1 points of
both the z- and x-axis rotations, and hence are period-1 points
for this particular BST protocol. Given an arbitrary protocol
(θz,θx,h), the position (x,y,z) on the unit sphere with y < −h

is a period-1 point if and only if there exist integers m,n such
that

θz = 2m arccos(h/
√

1 − z2), (4)

θx = 2n arccos(h/
√

1 − x2), (5)

where m,n represent the number of times a tracer particle
seeded at (x,y,z) crosses the flowing layer during the z- and x-
axis rotations respectively. It follows that if (x,y,z) is a period-
1 point for the protocol (θz,θx,h), then the points (±x,y,±z)
are also period-1 [see Fig. 4(c)], and so there is a period-1
point in each quadrant of the hemisphere.

The stability of local particle transport near each period-
1 point can be determined by analytically computing the
Jacobian DM = (∂Mi/∂xj ) and its eigenvalues λ1,2,3. Since
M is a volume-preserving map, the product λ1λ2λ3 = 1, and
since tracer particles are confined to 2D spherical shells [20],
one of the eigenvalues, say λ3, must equal 1 [54–56]. If
λ1 = 1/λ2 > 1 are real, then tracer particle transport in the
neighborhood of the periodic point is unstable, and the periodic
point is hyperbolic. These points are characterized by their
exponent of expansion/contraction, ln λ1 > 0. Conversely, if
λ1,2 = exp(±iα), α > 0, then local particle transport is stable,
and the periodic point is elliptic. These points are characterized

by the rotation generated at the periodic point, α = arg λ1.
The final possibility is that λ1 = λ2 = ±1, in which case

FIG. 4. Locating period-1 points for (θz,θx,h) =
(13π/20,13π/20,0.5) (bottom view). The outer circle has
unit radius, and the inner circle with radius

√
1 − h2 ≈ 0.866 is

the boundary of the domain, ∂S. (a) Image (solid red) of the initial
tracer curve x = 0,y2 + z2 = 1 (black vertical curve) on the unit
hemispherical shell under Mz

θz
. All points on the dashed red curves

of constant latitude (with respect to the z-axis rotation) return to their
initial position after the z-axis rotation. (b) Same as (a) except for
the x-axis rotation, mapping the horizontal curve z = 0,x2 + y2 = 1
(black). Points on the dashed blue curves of constant latitude (with
respect to the x-axis rotation) return to their initial position after the
x-axis rotation. (c) The four points of intersection of the dashed lines
in (a), (b) are period-1 points, as they return to their initial position
after completing both the z- and x-axis rotations. (d) Corresponding
Poincaré section, where different colors show the orbits of 50
randomly seeded initial tracer particles.
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FIG. 5. Periodic point stability vs. position on the unit hemispherical shell (bottom view) for various h (columns) and numbers of flowing
layer crossings m = n (rows) during each rotation (z and x axis). For each position (x,y,z) on the unit hemispherical shell, Eqs. (4), (5) give
the corresponding rotation angles θz,θx such that it is a period-1 point. The eigenvalues λ1,2,3 of the Jacobian DM determine the local transport
stability, assuming λ1 � 1 if all the eigenvalues are real, and arg λ1 > 0 otherwise. If all eigenvalues are real, the period-1 point is hyperbolic,
and the position (x,z) is colored based on ln λ1 as indicated by the corresponding color bars (lighter means more expansion and contraction).
If there is a complex conjugate pair of eigenvalues, the period-1 point is elliptic, and the position (x,z) is colored blue/green based on arg λ1

as indicated by the corresponding color bars (lighter means a greater rotation angle). Note the varying color scales with increasing h. Period-1
points in Q1 and Q3 are always hyperbolic (marked as h). Period-1 points in Q2 and Q4 are elliptic (marked as e), unless period-doubling (PD)
bifurcations occur (row 2, columns 4 and 5, and row 3 columns 3, 4 and 5), resulting in hyperbolic points near the edge of the domain. Period-1
points in the planes x = 0 and z = 0 (dashed white vertical and horizontal lines) are always degenerate (parabolic).

the periodic point is degenerate (or parabolic), and local
transport is on the cusp of the stable or unstable paradigm.
As a result of the combination of shears, the period-1 points
in the quadrants Q1 : x > 0, z > 0 and Q3 : x < 0, z < 0 are
hyperbolic for all rotation angles θz, θx > 0 and all 0 < h < 1.
This is illustrated in Fig. 5, which shows the stability [red,
purple: hyperbolic (h), blue, green: elliptic (e)] of the period-1
point at each position on the unit hemispherical shell when
θz, θx satisfy Eqs. (4), (5), where the number of crossings
m = n corresponds to the row (e.g., second row: m = n = 2).
It is clear that the period-1 points in quadrants Q1,Q3 are
always hyperbolic (red, purple: h), with greater expansion and
contraction factor, ln λ1, (lighter) nearer the domain boundary
∂S. At a given location (x, z) in Q1 or Q3, ln λ1 increases as
h increases (going along each row in Fig. 5, noting the change
in color scale for each column), and ln λ1 also increases as

m and n increase (going down each column). Conversely,
in the quadrants Q2 : x < 0, z > 0 and Q4 : x > 0, z < 0,
the combination of shears is such that for small h and low
numbers of flowing layer crossings (toward the top left of
Fig. 5), the period-1 points are mostly elliptic (blue, green:
e), where lighter coloring indicates greater rotation generated
at the elliptic point, arg λ1. In fact, it can be shown that if
there is a single flowing layer crossing during each rotation
phase (m = n = 1, first row), then the period-1 points in
Q2,Q4 are elliptic for all protocols (θz,θx,h). However, if
several flowing layer crossings are permitted (m = n � 2),
and h is sufficiently large, there exist protocols for which
the period-1 points in Q2,Q4 are hyperbolic. Period-doubling
(PD) bifurcations occur along the curves in Q2,Q4 where the
stability changes from elliptic, with arg λ1 = π , to hyperbolic
with ln λ1 = 0 (e.g., second row, fourth column in Fig. 5).
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The proportion of elliptic points decreases as h or m = n

increase. Note that period-1 points in the planes x = 0 and
z = 0 (the dashed white vertical and horizontal lines) are
always degenerate (or parabolic). While not shown in Fig. 5,
the period-1 points for m �= n share the same properties, i.e.,
always hyperbolic in Q1,Q3, and generally elliptic in Q2,Q4,
except when period-doubling bifurcations occur.

In this paper we focus on the period-1 points that cross
the flowing layer once (m = n = 1) during each rotation
phase, however, the same approach can be applied for multiple
flowing layer crossings. If h = 0, the map is a PWI, and from
Eqs. (4), (5), a point (x,y,z) is a period-1 point if and only
if θz = θx = 2 arccos(0) = 2π . Hence, either no points are
period-1 or the entire domain is period-1. When the rotation
angles are equal, θz = θx = 
, and h �= 0, Eqs. (4), (5) are
only satisfied when z2 = x2, i.e., z = ±x, and there are either
four period-1 points at (±x,

√
1 − 2x2,±x) [e.g. Fig. 4(d)],

where

x =
√

1 −
(

h

cos(
/2)

)2

, (6)

or there is a single period-1 point at (x,y, z) = (0,−1,0),
when 
 = 2 arccos h. For fixed h �= 0, as 
 decreases,
starting from 2 arccos h [moving vertically downward from
the blue (upper) curve in Fig. 6(a)], the period-1 point at
(0,−1,0) splits into four period-1 points, like those shown
in Fig. 4(d). As 
 continues to decrease, the four period-
1 points move outward in the planes z = ±x, until they
eventually meet the boundary of the domain ∂S, where
they annihilate. The boundary ∂S : y = −h, x2 + y2 + z2 = 1
intersects the planes z = ±x when 2x2 + h2 = 1, i.e., at the
points (±

√
(1 − h2)/2,−h, ±

√
(1 − h2)/2). Therefore, from

Eqs. (4), (5), the four period-1 points annihilate when 
 =
2 arccos(h/

√
1 − x2) = 2 arccos(h/

√
(1 + h2)/2) [the orange

(lower) curve in Fig. 6(a)]. Thus, period-1 points only exist
when 2 arccos(h/

√
(1 + h2)/2) � 
 � 2 arccos h, i.e., in the

gray region between the blue and orange curves in Fig. 6(a). As
previously explained, for h = 0 either no point in the domain
is period-1 (when 
 �= π ) or the entire domain is period-1
(when 
 = π ), meaning the blue and orange curves meet at

 = π in the limit h → 0 [the vertical axis in Fig. 6(a)]. To
nondimensionalize the tumbler rotations, we normalize 
 by
the subtended angle between any two diametrically opposed
points on ∂S and the origin, i.e., 
∗ = 
/(2 arccos h), which
is also the maximum geodesic distance between any two points
in the domain. The birth (upper blue) and annihilation (lower
orange) curves of the period-1 points are shown in Fig. 6(b)
after normalization. The blue curve becomes 
∗ = 1 for all h,
and the orange curve monotonically decreases from 
∗ = 1 at
h = 0 to 
∗ = 1/

√
2 in the limit as h → 1.

III. INTERPLAY BETWEEN
STRETCHING-AND-FOLDING AND

CUTTING-AND-SHUFFLING ACTIONS

A. Elliptic island containment bifurcation

Returning to the example briefly discussed in Sec. I, here we
describe the bifurcation from Lagrangian transport structures
controlled by stretching-and-folding actions to structures

FIG. 6. (a) For θz = θx = 
, protocols in the gray region exhibit
period-1 points that cross the flowing layer once during each rotation
(z and x axis). Along the blue (upper) curve, 
 = 2 arccos h, there
is a single period-1 point at (0,−1,0) that is degenerate (parabolic).
Along the orange (lower) curve, 
 = 2 arccos(h/

√
(1 + h2)/2), there

are four periodic points (±√
(1 − h2)/2,−h, ± √

(1 − h2)/2) where
the domain boundary ∂S intersects the planes z = ±x. (b) The same
as (a) except the rotation angle is normalized by the subtended
angle between opposite points on ∂S and the origin (i.e., the blue
curve), 
∗ = 
/(2 arccos h). Along the black curve, 
∗ = 
∗

crit(h),
inside the gray region, containment bifurcations occur, as detailed in
Sec. III A.

controlled by cutting-and-shuffling actions. To demonstrate,
consider the case h = 0.5 and 
∗ = 0.9764, which was shown
in Fig. 1, and is again shown in Fig. 7(a), corresponding to the
point marked by the black × in Fig. 6(b). In this case the elliptic
islands are confined by the stable and unstable manifolds (thin
black curves) associated with the period-1 hyperbolic points
(marked by h), as occurs in classical stretching-and-folding
systems. As 
∗ decreases, the periodic points move outward,
and the elliptic islands grow. At a critical value, 
∗

crit = 0.9621
[Fig. 7(b) corresponding to the triangle in Fig. 6(b)], the
perimeter of the island in Q2, and the manifolds that contain
it, become tangent to a thick blue (gray) cutting line. For 
∗
less than 
∗

crit, the size of the elliptic island is limited by
the distance to the nearest cutting line, as occurs in cutting-
and-shuffling systems. Furthermore, as 
∗ decreases below

∗

crit, the periodic points move outward. Hence, the island
shrinks, as shown for 
∗ = 0.9473,0.8967 in Figs. 7(c), 7(d)
corresponding to the + and square in Fig. 6(b), respectively.
Therefore, the critical value 
∗

crit represents a bifurcation
from containment of the elliptic island in Q2 by manifolds
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FIG. 7. Bifurcation from containment of the elliptic island in Q2 by manifolds (thin black curves) to containment by cutting lines [thick
blue and red (gray) curves], with equal rotation angles θz = θx = 
 = 2
∗ arccos h and h = 0.5. Period-1 points (elliptic: e, or hyperbolic: h)
are marked with black points and arrows. (a) For 
∗ = 0.9764 > 
∗

crit [marked by the × in Fig. 6(b)], the elliptic islands are contained within
the unstable and stable manifolds associated with the hyperbolic period-1 points (same as Fig. 1). (b) For 
∗ = 0.9621 = 
∗

crit [triangle in
Fig. 6(b)], the manifolds enclosing the island in Q2 are tangent to a cutting line. (c) For 
∗ = 0.9473 < 
∗

crit [+ in Fig. 6(b)], the manifolds
that enclosed the elliptic island in Q2 are cut by a cutting line, and the elliptic island is limited in size by its distance to the nearest cutting line.
(d) 
∗ = 0.8967 
 
∗

crit [square in Fig. 6(b)], as 
∗ decreases the period-1 points move outward and the elliptic islands shrinks.

(stretching-and-folding structures) to containment by cutting
lines (cutting-and-shuffling structures). Note that the same
bifurcation occurs for both the islands, in Q2 and Q4, though
the bifurcation points are different. The bifurcation occurs
when the manifolds, which form barriers to transport above the
critical value, 
∗

crit, are cut, and tracer particles are able to pass
between the cut segments. Therefore, particles in the chaotic
region are able to enter the region between the remaining
elliptic island and the edge of the manifolds.

To describe this containment bifurcation in more detail,
we define the normalized radius r of the elliptic island in
Q2 as the distance r0 from the period-1 elliptic point to the
boundary of the elliptic island along the symmetry curve C :
z = −x, x2 + y2 + z2 = 1 [57] in the negative x direction [see
inset in Fig. 8] scaled by half the maximal geodesic distance
between any two points in the domain, r = r0/ arccos h. While
not exactly the same, the same approach can be applied to

define the radius of the elliptic island in Q4. We use r to
quantify the size of the island, and relate it to the protocol
(
∗, h). Figure 8 shows that for each fixed value of h, the radius
r exhibits a sharp transition from increasing to decreasing at
its maximum value.

Consider, for example, the dark-green curve in Fig. 8,
corresponding to h = 0.5 for which an example of the
bifurcation is shown in Fig. 7. The maximum of the dark-green
curve corresponds to 
∗

crit in Fig. 7(b) for which the cutting
lines are tangent to the manifolds containing the elliptic
islands. To the right of 
∗

crit, the cutting lines lie outside of
the manifolds containing the elliptic island, as in Fig. 7(a).
The point where the dark-green curve for h = 0.5 in Fig. 8
reaches 
∗ = 1 corresponds to the point on the blue (upper)
curve in Fig. 6(b) at h = 0.5, which is where a single period-1
point first appears at (x,y,z) = (0,−1,0). To the left of the
maximum of the dark-green curve in Fig. 8, the cutting lines
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FIG. 8. Normalized radius, r = r0/ arccos h of the elliptic region
in quadrant Q2, vs. normalized rotation angle 
∗ at different values
of h. Shown inset, r0 is the geodesic distance from the period-1
point to the perimeter of the island along the curve C : z = −x, x2 +
y2 + z2 = 1 (dashed) in the negative x direction. The sharp maxima
in r correspond to bifurcations from containment by manifolds to
containment by cutting lines. For h = 0.5 (dark-green curve), values
of 
∗ corresponding to Figs. 7(a)–7(d) are indicated by the ×,
triangle, +, and square, respectively, as in Fig. 6(b).

reduce the size of the elliptic islands as the elliptic points
move outward, examples of which are shown in Figs. 7(c),
7(d). As 
∗ decreases from 
∗

crit, the elliptic points eventually
move outward far enough that they reach the boundary ∂S.
This occurs where the dark-green curve for h = 0.5 in Fig. 8
reaches r = 0 to the left of 
∗

crit, which corresponds to the
value for 
∗ on the orange (lower) curve in Fig. 6(b) for
h = 0.5. Thus, the curves in Fig. 8 reflect the size of the
islands due to the combination of cutting-and-shuffling and
stretching-and-folding along a vertical line in Fig. 6(b). Elliptic
islands for values of 
∗ above the black curve in the gray region
of Fig. 6(b) are unaffected by the cutting lines, while elliptic
islands for values of 
∗ below the black curve are reduced
in size due to the cutting lines, eventually being annihilated
completely when the corresponding periodic points reach ∂S

(lower orange curve).
To show that the sharp maxima in Fig. 8 correspond to

the containment bifurcation points more generally (not just
for h = 0.5), we consider the normalized distance from the
perimeter of the elliptic island to the nearest cutting line, d

[58], whose distribution across the (h,
∗) parameter space is
shown in Fig. 9. It is clear that the curve 
∗

max(h) corresponding
to the maximum radius for each value of h (light green) divides
the parameter space into two regions with vastly different
phenomena. For 
∗ > 
∗

max, the distance d is nonzero (light
colored), meaning the elliptic island is contained by manifolds,
as in Fig. 7(a). Conversely, for 
∗ < 
∗

max, aside from the
colored bands evident for h > 0.7, the distance d ≈ 0 (black),
meaning the island is tangent to a cutting line, as in Fig. 7(c).
Therefore, the rotation angle corresponding to maximal island
radius also corresponds to the bifurcation from containment by
manifolds to containment by cutting lines, i.e. 
∗

max = 
∗
crit.

The colored bands observed in Fig. 9 for h > 0.7 and the
jaggedness of the curve h = 0.9 in Fig. 8 are caused by another

FIG. 9. Normalized distance, d , from the perimeter of the elliptic
region in quadrant Q2 to the nearest cutting line (normalized
by half the maximal geodesic distance between points in the
domain, arccos h). Tumbler rotation angles 
∗

max corresponding to
the maximal radius r for each value of h are shown by the light green
curve, which separates the light and dark regions. Since d is computed
numerically, it is never exactly zero. However, in the black region d

is close to zero, meaning the island is tangent, or almost tangent, to
a cutting line. Conversely, protocols with nonzero d (light colored)
correspond to islands that are contained by manifolds. Since the curve

∗

max separates the regions d = 0 (black) and d �= 0 (light colored), it
also corresponds to the bifurcation curve, i.e., 
∗

max = 
∗
crit. Protocols

(
∗,h) corresponding to the Poincaré sections Figs. 7(a)–7(c) are
indicated by the black ×, black-outlined white triangle, white +, and
white square, respectively, as in Fig. 6(b).

type of interaction between the elliptic island and the cutting
lines, when chains of elliptic and hyperbolic periodic points
originating within the period-1 elliptic island are annihilated.
This will be discussed in detail in Sec. III B.

Recall that in all the cases described here, the flowing
layer is infinitely thin. Considering instead the BST with a
finite thickness flowing layer, or more generally, considering
cutting-and-shuffling as a localized shear, the containment
bifurcation will have an even greater impact, as the cutting lines
become thickened. Elliptic islands contained by manifolds are
unaffected by the thickness of the flowing layer as long as
the smooth deformations that govern them remain the same.
However, elliptic islands tangent to a cutting line will shrink
as the flowing layer thickness (equivalent to the cutting line
width) increases. Therefore, in experimental studies of the
BST flow and other systems that can be approximated with
combined stretching-and-folding and cutting-and-shuffling
actions, we expect elliptic islands contained by manifolds to
be more robust than those contained by cutting lines, and
hence provide a greater hindrance to chaotic particle transport.
However, this issue is left for future investigations.

B. Periodic point annihilation

In classical stretching-and-folding systems periodic points
cannot annihilate unless they reach a domain boundary.
However, the same is not true when cutting-and-shuffling
motions are present. For instance, in PWIs elliptic periodic
points can spontaneously appear and disappear. In essence,
the cutting lines can be thought of as domain sub-boundaries,
because they separate regions of distinct flow, and periodic
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FIG. 10. As θz = θx = 
 = 2
∗ arccos h decrease, period-7 chains of elliptic and hyperbolic periodic points (predicted by the Poincaré-
Birkhoff theorem) annihilate when they meet the thick blue (gray) cutting line (bottom view). The distance h = 0.8 is kept constant. (a) Bottom
view of a Poincaré section for 
∗ = 0.89982. Cutting lines are shown as thick blue and red (gray) curves, period-1 points are marked by black
points. (b) A zoomed in box around the period-1 point in quadrant Q2. Alternating chains of elliptic (blue) and hyperbolic (red) period-7
points exist within the perimeter of the island. Unstable and stable manifolds associated with the period-7 hyperbolic points are shown black,
forming parallel heteroclinic connections. (c) At 
∗ = 0.89735 = 
∗

1 the outer manifolds, defining the island perimeter, are tangent to a cutting
line. (d) For 
∗ = 0.89712 < 
∗

1, the outer manifold is cut, allowing the chaotic region to enter between the period-1 island and the period-7
islands. The inner manifold is now the perimeter of the period-1 island, and is not tangent to a cutting line. (e) 
∗ = 0.89673, similar to
(d). (f) At 
∗ = 0.89634 = 
∗

2, one of the period-7 elliptic points meets a cutting line, and all the period-7 elliptic points annihilate. (g) At

∗ = 0.89469 = 
∗

3, the inner manifolds are tangent to a cutting line, meaning the distance d from the cutting lines to the island is again zero.
(h) For 
∗ = 0.89358 < 
∗

3, the inner manifolds are also cut, and no longer form the perimeter of the island. (i) At 
∗ = 0.89117 = 
∗
4, one

of the period-7 hyperbolic points meets a cutting line, and all the period-7 hyperbolic points annihilate, leaving only the period-1 island.

points annihilate when they reach a cutting line. Below,
we demonstrate that spontaneous annihilation of periodic
points can also occur in the interior of the domain for the
less-than-half-full BST map.

By definition, the region within the perimeter of an elliptic
island can never be cut. Therefore, tracer particles within an
elliptic island only experience smooth deformation, and the
classical theory of smooth area-preserving maps applies. In
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particular, KAM theory and the Poincaré–Birkhoff theorem
predict that invariant tori with low-order rational winding
numbers surrounding an elliptic periodic point will break
up into chains of alternating elliptic and hyperbolic periodic
points. This is demonstrated by the period-7 elliptic and
hyperbolic points in Figs. 10(a)–10(c), where the heteroclinic
connections of the unstable and stable period-7 manifolds
(black) contain the period-7 elliptic regions. As 
∗ decreases,
the period-7 points move radially outward, away from the
central period-1 point. At the same time, the period-1 point
moves slightly closer to the thick blue (gray) cutting line. At a
critical value, 
∗

1, the outer period-7 manifolds become tangent
to the thick blue (gray) cutting line [Fig. 10(c)]. At this critical
value, the outer manifolds form the perimeter of the island. For

∗ < 
∗

1, the outer manifolds are cut where they intersect the
cutting lines, and tracer particles from the chaotic region are
able to leak into the regions surrounding the elliptic period-7
points [Fig. 10(d), 10(e)]. At these values, 
∗ < 
∗

1, the inner
heteroclinic manifold connections form the perimeter of the
period-1 island, meaning the period-1 island has detached
from the cutting line, and the distance d from the island to
the cutting line is positive. As 
∗ continues to decrease, the
distance between the elliptic period-7 points and the cutting
line also decreases. At a second critical value, 
∗

2, one of the
period-7 elliptic points meets the cutting line [Fig. 10(f)], and
all the period-7 elliptic points annihilate. The inner heteroclinic
manifold connections remain intact, forming the perimeter of
the period-1 island until a third critical value 
∗

3 [Fig. 10(g)]
at which one of the inner manifolds becomes tangent to the
cutting line, and the period-1 island reattaches to the cutting
line. For 
∗ < 
∗

3, both the inner and outer period-7 manifolds
are cut by the cutting line [Fig. 10(h)], and neither form the
perimeter of the period-1 island (which remains attached to the
cutting line). Decreasing 
∗ further, the period-7 hyperbolic
points also move radially outward away from the period-1
point and toward the cutting line, and eventually annihilate
when they reach the cutting line [Fig. 10(i)].

This annihilation of chains of elliptic and hyperbolic points
is responsible for the jagged curve in Fig. 8 for h = 0.9 in
that it generates the bands evident for 0.7 < h < 1,
∗ <


∗
max in Fig. 9. In Figs. 10(b), 10(c) 10(g)–10(i) the elliptic

island is tangent to the cutting line, so d = 0. However, for

∗

1 < 
∗ < 
∗
3 [Figs. 10(d)–10(f)], the outer manifolds are

cut, and the inner manifold, which is not tangent to the cutting
line, forms the perimeter of the period-1 island, meaning
d > 0. This period-7 annihilation occurs for a range of h

values, resulting in one of the thin light-colored bands where
d > 0 below the light-green curve separating light and dark
regions in Fig. 9. For any particular h, each of these bands
results in a sharp change of slope in the curves in Fig. 8, such
as those appearing in the curve for h = 0.9.

Furthermore, chains of elliptic and hyperbolic points occur
for many low-order periodicities. Referring back to the
eigenvalues λ1,2,3 of the Jacobian at the elliptic period-1 point,
of the form λ1,2 = exp(±iα), λ3 = 1 for an elliptic periodic
point. For protocols (
∗,h) with α = 2π/m for m = 3,4,5 . . .

(light-green curves in Fig. 11), the winding number at the
periodic point is rational, and, for smaller values of 
∗, one
of the invariant tori surrounding the elliptic point has the
same rational winding number. According to KAM theory and

FIG. 11. The distance d from the edge of the elliptic region to the
nearest cutting line (Fig. 9) overlayed with light green contours α =
2π/m,m = 3,4, . . . ,7, where α is the rotation angle at the period-
1 elliptic point [λ1,2 = exp(±iα)]. Each light-green curve indicates
the presence of alternating chains of elliptic and hyperbolic period-
m points (predicted by the Poincaré-Birkhoff theorem) for nearby
protocols. These chains of elliptic and hyperbolic points give rise
to the light-colored bands corresponding to d > 0 and observed for
h > 0.7, through the same manifold cutting process demonstrated in
Figs. 10(c), 10(d).

the Poincaré-Birkhoff theorem, tori with a low-order rational
winding number generically break up into alternating chains
of elliptic and hyperbolic points, like that in Fig. 10. Hence,
for protocols near a protocol with α = 2π/m,m = 3,4,5, . . . ,
we observe similar bifurcation sequences to that seen in
Fig. 10, and observe a thin light-colored band where d > 0
[Fig. 11]. Note that the light-green curves of constant rational
winding number do not exactly overlay the thin bands, as
they represent the rotation α at the center of the elliptic
island, not at the perimeter. The tumbler rotation angle 
∗
must decrease sufficiently before the invariant torus at the
perimeter of the island is rational, and the bifurcation sequence
begins.

This annihilation of periodic points is expected to be a
generic feature of systems with combined stretching-and-
folding and cutting-and-shuffling actions. In particular, this
occurs when an elliptic island is tangent to a cutting line and the
chains of elliptic and hyperbolic periodic points arising from
the Poincaré-Birkhoff theorem move away from the island
center and collide with the cutting line.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The presence of concurrent stretching-and-folding and
cutting-and-shuffling actions leads to novel transport struc-
tures and greater topological freedom for tracer particles.
Classical dynamical systems theory for smooth maps and
flows can be applied to structures that are wholly contained
within a region that is not cut, but is not valid across the
entire domain. In particular, the motion of tracer particles
within nonmixing islands associated with elliptic periodic
points is still governed by classical dynamical systems theory,
including KAM theory. This is observed in our model system,
the BST map, where invariant tori, whose rotation number is
close to a low-order rational number, break up into alternating
chains of elliptic and hyperbolic periodic points, as per the
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FIG. 12. Similar to Fig. 7, bifurcation from containment of the elliptic islands by manifolds (thin black curves) to containment by cutting
lines [thick blue and red (gray) curves] for unequal rotation angles in the less-than-half-full BST with h = 0.5. Period-1 points (elliptic: e, or
hyperbolic: h) are marked with black points. The angles θz,θx are such that the four period-1 points are located in the planes z = ±x/2, satisfying
Eqs. (4), (5). (a) For tumbler rotation angles (θz,θx) = (2.056,1.911) [period-1 points located at (x,z) = (±0.5,±0.25)], the elliptic islands are
contained within the unstable and stable manifolds associated with the hyperbolic period-1 points. (b) For (θz,θx) = (2.044,1.833) [period-1
points located at (x,z) = (±0.570,±0.285)], the manifolds enclosing the islands are tangent to a cutting line. (c) For (θz,θx) = (2.038,1.791)
[period-1 points located at (x,z) = (±0.6,±0.3)], the manifolds that enclosed the elliptic islands are cut by the cutting lines, and the elliptic
island is limited in size by its distance to the nearest cutting line. The chaotic region penetrates the regions between the islands and the
manifolds.

Poincaré-Birkhoff theorem. Of particular interest is when these
classical structures meet and interact with the cuts. We have
shown a generic case where chains of elliptic and hyperbolic
points move radially away from the center of an elliptic island
as a system parameter decreases. Since the perimeter of the
elliptic island is tangent to a cutting line before the bifurcation
sequence, when the chains of elliptic and hyperbolic points
reach the perimeter of the island they begin to interact with the
cutting line. At first, the outer manifolds are cut, removing a
barrier to transport and allowing the chaotic region to leak
between the central island and the chain of higher-period
elliptic islands. Eventually the elliptic periodic and hyperbolic
periodic points are annihilated by the cut, meaning that the
Poincaré index (a topological invariant of smooth systems) is
not preserved.

We have also demonstrated a bifurcation between transport
controlled by stretching-and-folding motions to transport
controlled by cutting-and-shuffling motions. By decreasing the
tumbler rotation about each axis (decreasing 
∗), the period-1
elliptic islands transition from containment by manifolds
associated with period-1 hyperbolic points (a phenomenon
associated with smooth systems) to containment by cutting
line tangency (as occurs in PWIs). When the manifolds initially
containing the island are cut, they no longer act as transport
barriers, and tracer particles are able to enter the region
between the manifolds and the island. The point of bifurcation,
when the containing manifolds, island, and cutting lines are all
tangent, represents a sharp maximum of the radius of the island
in the BST map, indicating poor mixing performance. When
the manifolds form transverse intersections rather than parallel
connections, the manifolds still form barriers to transport
that can contain islands. In these cases the same containment
bifurcation can occur, where the containing manifolds are cut,
and the size of the island becomes limited by its distance to a
cutting line.

While the examples presented here are for equal tumbler
rotation angles (θz = θx), the bifurcations between stretching-
and-folding and cutting-and-shuffling controlled transport also
occur for unequal rotation angles. For example, Fig. 12 shows
a similar bifurcation from confinement of the elliptic period-1
islands by manifolds [thin black curves in Fig. 12(a)] to
confinement by cutting lines [thick red and blue (gray) curves
in Fig. 12(c)] when the angles are not equal. In this case the
angles θz,θx are chosen such that the four period-1 points
lie in the planes z = ±x/2 using Eqs. (4), (5). Like in the
equal angle case, the bifurcation occurs when the manifolds,
island perimeter, and cutting lines all become tangent, as
occurs in Fig. 12(b). Furthermore, the curve 
∗

crit(h) that
represents the containment bifurcation in the 2D parameter
space (
∗,h) in Fig. 9 can be extended to a bifurcation surface
in the full 3D parameter space (θz,θx,h). More generally, the
qualitative descriptions of the containment and annihilation
bifurcations will be generic to the islands associated with all
elliptic periodic points in systems with combined stretching-
and-folding and cutting-and-shuffling.

Future work should focus on the evolution of these
bifurcations and interactions away from the infinitely thin
flowing layer limit. Christov et al. [59] showed that shear
generated by a finite thickness flowing layer in the half-full
case results in elliptic and hyperbolic period-1 structures
similar to those observed here for the case when the flowing
later is infinitely thin and the tumbler is less than half full.
Therefore, we expect that for a finite thickness flowing layer
and a less-than-half-full tumbler, the period-1 structures should
also be similar, meaning experiments such as those already
performed for half-full tumblers [23] should also exhibit
similar structures when less than half full.

Furthermore, in the presence of a finite thickness flowing
layer, the cutting-and-shuffling action is replaced with a
localized shear, and the cutting lines are replaced by thickened
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regions representing the edges of the flowing layer [23].
Due to the high shear in the flowing layer, it is expected
that tangent intersections between islands and the cutting
lines in the infinitely thin limit will translate to tangent
intersections between islands and the thickened cutting line.
Consequently, islands tangent to cutting lines in the infinitely
thin limit shrink as the flowing layer, and hence the cutting
lines, are thickened. Alternatively, islands contained by man-
ifolds should be comparatively more robust away from the
infinitely thin limit, as they are unaffected by flowing layer
thickening.

Other future directions include the consideration of
nonorthogonal rotation axes and more than two rotation axes.
In particular, having more than two rotation axes can break flow
symmetries, creating the potential for better mixing. Another
future direction is to consider other 3D tumbler geometries
(e.g., ellipsoid, cuboid), which would result in 3D transport
(not confined to 2D surfaces) via streamline jumping [60–62]
in conjunction with both stretching-and-folding and cutting-
and-shuffling. Understanding mixing and transport in these
systems would provide further insight into industrial mixer
designs. A deeper understanding of the interplay between
stretching-and-folding and cutting-and-shuffling should open
a wealth of possibilities for the design of novel mixing
devices.
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FIG. 13. Trajectories of two tracer particles (red, blue) in the
plane z = 0 under the z-axis rotation phase of the BST map (side
view). The red tracer particle is on the inner spherical shell with radius
R1, with a fill depth R1 − h1; the blue particle is on the outer spherical
shell with radius R2, with fill depth R2 − h2 such that h1/R1 = h2/R2.
Blue and red particles start and finish on the same radial lines (dotted).

APPENDIX: EQUIVALENCE BETWEEN FILL DEPTH
AND SPHERICAL SHELL RADIUS

Considering the connection between the fill depth, R − h,
and the spherical shell radius, R, Fig. 13 shows that for constant
β = arccos(h/R), particles in the plane z = 0 on the same
initial radial line experiencing the same rotation about the
origin, end up on the same radial line. This is because all
lengths in the system are scaled equivalently. Therefore, the
BST map with rotation angles θz,θx on the spherical shell
with radius R1 and fill depth R1 − h1 will produce identical
mixing and transport (up to scaling) to the map with radius R2

and fill depth R2 − h2 as long as h1/R1 = h2/R2. For instance,
Fig. 14 shows that the Poincaré sections for the θz = θx = π/3
rotation protocol are identical (up to a scaling factor) when
h/R = 1/2. Consequently, we are able to study the mixing and
transport dynamics across the whole (h,R) parameter space by
keeping R = 1 fixed and varying h between 0 (half full) and
1 (empty).

FIG. 14. Poincaré sections and cutting lines [thick blue and
red (gray) curves] for the BST map with θz = θx = π/3 (bottom
view). (a) h = 0.5, R = 1. The outer circle has radius equal to 1.
(b) h = 1, R = 2. The outer circle has radius equal to 2.
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